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Review Comments for

Back to the future- Conservative grassland management for Anthropocene soils in the
changed landscapes of Uruguay?

This paper can make a beneficial contribution to literature. And it is well written. However,
some improvements became apparently necessary.

The use of the word “level” throughout the manuscript is often vague and unneeded. For
instance, in L245, it would more advantageous for the reader to use “concentrations”
instead of “levels”. Similar when referring to acidity, one can see how omitting “level”
actually enhances readability. Likewise, the frequent use of the word “value” is in several
cases unnecessary and make the text wordy. Please revise the paper for conciseness
where it makes sense based on these suggestions.

As noted the introduction is well written with a good style overall for readability; however,
one still wonders towards the end of the intro section what the specific subject of the
study is. What the fertility proxies are (?) – examples?

L101 use “laboratory” as will be better than using “lab”.

113 the assumptions that SOM= Corg x 2 can be directly challenged. A suggestion for the
authors is to just report and discuss soil organic carbon – the statistical comparisons are
actually the same. Organic C is the actual measurement in the study and statements



made based on this metric will be more conclusive, concrete and hence insightful.

Check parentheses at L120

442 “livestock” spelling here and elsewhere (e.g., 442).

L170 How the classes of ‘partially grazed’ plots versus ‘highly grazed’ plots were
established and applied to the study locations? – as part of the methodology.

254 “farmers” watch the spelling.

L266 The fact that riparian soils had higher concentrations of chemical properties than
soils in other land uses does not equate to stating that organic carbon, cations and anions
are moving from other land use to riparian soils; it just mean that they are higher. Tracing
nutrients and carbon from certain land segments to other would require a different kind of
study. Authors could state this as a new hypothesis; however, the evidence is not
sufficiently compelling to indicate “Our data demonstrate the accumulation…”. Likewise,
based on this aspect, it becomes inadequate to refer to “trajectory” or “translocation”
(e.g., L17)

280 remove “the” before “half”

It becomes useful to acknowledge that inferences are being made based on a 0-to-10 cm
depth increment. Other differences across land uses can be hidden deeper in the soil
profile, and this is unknown based on this study.

Authors can consider point out to fact that novel land uses (such as perennial grain
cropping) may help to turn around land degradation into beneficial land aggradation. Kim
et al. showed that these perennial grain cropping provide the advantage of perennial
vegetation (somewhat resembling grasslands) of conserving and even enhancing short
term and long term soil carbon storage and other ecosystems services. This study can also
support that notion of soil degradation when chemical fertilizers are used (N fertilizer
additions actually diminished soil C sequestration). This poses a change in land use
systems across the regional landscape. In other words, instead of remaining locked in the
existing land uses, one can look outside the box and find novel options.

Kim, K., Daly, EJ, M. Gorzelak, Hernandez-Ramirez, G. 2022. Soil organic matter pools
response to perennial grain cropping and nitrogen fertilizer. Soil and Tillage Research.
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Table 1. It would be good to define that SD is standard deviation as each table needs to
be standalone for interpretation.

IT will be beneficial for the paper to use the expression “gravimetric moisture content”
instead of “Humidity” in the Tables, method section 2.2 as well as elsewhere in the paper.

End.-
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